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Agenda

• Mission Statements

• Completing the GFIT Application

• Budgeting Overview:

– Guidelines

• Example from: The Beginning of Wisdom is to Call Things by Their Right Names

• Grant Writing Tips:

– GFIT criteria and hints

• Submitting Your Application

• GFIT Timeline

• Resources and Questions
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Mission Statements

Mission of the Junior League of Dallas:

“The Junior League of Dallas is an organization of women
committed to promoting voluntarism, developing the
potential of women and improving the community 
through effective action and leadership of trained 
volunteers.”
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Mission Statements

Mission of Grants for Innovative Teaching:

“The purpose of Grants for Innovative Teaching is to 
encourage and support excellence in teaching by 
awarding grants up to $2,000 to Dallas ISD teachers for 
special and innovative projects that otherwise would not 
be provided for in school budgets.”
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Completing the Application
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Information Form 

• Complete all information on this page 
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Project Description 

• Don’t forget to define the number of students DIRECTLY impacted by 
the project 

– Accurate numbers are more important than artificially large numbers
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Project Summary

• Describe background of and need for project/program

• Share educational research (if it supports the goals of your 
program) 

• Define terminology and acronyms
• Not all JLD personnel will be familiar with them 
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Innovation

• Projects can be innovative in many different ways! 

– For example:

• Incorporating new technology into a specific project with goals and 
objectives 

• Using technology in a different way or with a new population of 
students

• Incorporating new teaching methods or activities to address a certain 
need

• Experiential or hands-on learning

• Broadening students awareness of concepts through creative methods 
or experiences

*Please see guidelines later in this presentation regarding technology; technology MUST be accompanied by 
lesson plans, etc., because we cannot fund “tech only” requests
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Implementation and Objectives
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Implementation and Objectives

• Define clear goals which can be tracked through measurable 

outcomes 

Example shown from Molina Bureau of Investigation (MBI), Molina High School
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Evaluation Tool(s)

• Include, as appropriate, quantitative metrics that can 

realistically demonstrate the grant’s impact 

• Examples include: 

• Pre/post-test scores

• Average test score over project material

• Completion outcomes 
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Anticipated Results 

• If this is a repeat year of a grant, include previous year's stats

• If this is a new grant, try to find benchmarks that can be 

applied

– If that is not reasonable or feasible, simply list what kind of metrics 

you intend on using

– Make sure you will be ready to include those actual metrics 

achieved in your end-of-year report
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Timeline

• Create a realistic, detailed timeline for your project 

• Include plenty of time to order/receive supplies (see example 
below)

Example shown from Berlin to Istanbul, Molina High School
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Budget
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Budget Guidelines

• The GFIT funding limit is $2,000
– If your budget exceeds $2,000, you must explain other guaranteed

sources of funding (e.g., other grants, PTA, school funding). We will not 
approve grants that are dependent on additional, unsecured funds. 

– Grant recipients will be required to submit an expense report and 
legible copies of all receipts with their final report

• Obtain current price quotes for all items listed on the budget be using 
a new vendor catalog, visiting the vendor’s website, or by contacting 
the vendor directly. 

• Include shipping/handling costs as part of your budget 

• The Junior League of Dallas does not reimburse sales tax. Please 
remember to use your school’s tax exempt certificate when 
purchasing items. Do not include sales tax in your budget. 

• Monies may only be used for project expenses as presented in your 
budget or as approved and amended by the GFIT committee

• Dallas ISD can only authorize the purchase of items from approved 
vendors. Please ensure that you only list DISD approved vendors on 
your budget worksheet. 
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Budget Worksheet 

• A budget worksheet must be attached to your 
application and complete in detail. 

Item Quantity Cost Per Unit Total

Grand Total $0.00

Comments:

2018-2019 Grants for Innovative Teaching Budget Worksheet
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Budget Worksheet Example 

• Notice the detail in 
the description of 
each line item

• Also notice how the 
line item costs are 
specific (down to the 
penny) with no 
rounding

• No vague 
placeholder or 
“catch-all” dollars 

• All math is correct 
(costs multiply across 
and add down 
without errors)

Example from “The Beginning of Wisdom is to 
Call Things By Their Right Name”
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GFIT CANNOT fund:

• Things we cannot fund, so please do not include in your 
budget:
– “Technology only” grants

• We cannot grant requests for technology only (e.g., Smartboards, 
Kindles, iPads) which will be for general use in the classroom

• GFIT is project-focused. Technology can be a part of a project with 
defined lesson plans, goals, objectives and metrics
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GFIT CANNOT fund:

• Things we cannot fund, so please do not include in your 
budget:
– Food, snacks, incentives and award line items

• For example, “the student with the most creative journal will win a T-
shirt” – not funded

• Instead, consider “the student with the most creative journal will be 
recognized in a school assembly”
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GFIT CANNOT fund:

• Things we cannot fund, so please do not include in your 
budget:
– Teacher development, related travel, training or conferences 

line items
• For example, “to be trained in the art of mosaics, I will first attend a 

conference to learn...” – not funded

• Instead, consider “we will use XYZ textbook which discusses the history 
of making mosaics to guide classroom best practices using this 
medium; I will incorporate a different technique or medium each 
month of my lesson plan”
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Grant Writing Tips
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Grant Writing Tips

• Choose a memorable, descriptive project title
– Committee will review more than 100 applications - make your title count!

• Ensure that your goals, timeline and budget tie together
– All items in the budget need to be described (specifically or by category) 

in the project description

– The timeline needs to reflect all major steps in the project

– More detail is always better!  It is hard to award grants with only vague 

information!
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Grant Writing Tips

• If you request books and/or software or apps:

– Tell us why you chose the specific titles or programs

– You may need to include reviews or links to these resources so we know what 

they are – please remember JLD volunteers may not be familiar with your 

resources

– If you are ordering a pre-designed “kit,” you MUST describe how you will add 

innovation and originality to it and not simply be executing a pre-packaged 

curriculum
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Grant Writing Tips

• If your project costs more than $2,000  but you are only requesting 

$2,000 from JLD, please list where else you are getting funding

– Self-funding?  School has agreed to pay the rest?  PTA has raised funds?

– We only grant funds to projects that can be implemented entirely

– If you can’t guarantee your other funding source(s): 

• Please describe how you would amend the project to be executed with just 

$2,000 and provide an alternate (lower) budget
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GFIT Timeline
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GFIT Timeline

• Grant applications are due Monday, March 11, 2019 by 5 
p.m.

• Review process

– The GFIT Committee meets May through July to review all 
applications

• You must provide “summer contact info” (email and phone) so 
that the researchers can reach you

• Please respond to any questions in a timely manner; failure to 
respond usually affects selection

• Selection
– By late‐August all grant applicants will be notified from the GFIT

Committee Chair or Assistant Chair

– A Grant Award Ceremony is held in September
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GFIT Timeline

• Implementation

– Funds will be distributed directly to your school

• Supplies should be ordered in September (or October at the latest)

– Keep your receipts!!!

• Teachers encounter the most challenging part of the grant to be ordering 
supplies; being prepared and doing it early ensures later success

– Mid-Year Reports are due by December 15 

– Projects must be completed by April 1

• Do not include timelines or plans in your grant application that show 
completion later than this date

• Your final reports and receipts will be due by April 15

• Some evidence of project completion (pictures of students doing the 
project, artwork samples, copies of journal entries, etc.) should be provided 
along with your final report
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Resources and Questions
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Resources and Questions

• Resources (www.jld.net/gfit)

– 2018-2019 GFIT Application

– Frequently Asked Questions

– Grant Writing Workshop 

• Questions?

– Email gfit@jld.net

– Emails will be returned within 48 hours

http://www.jld.net/gfit
mailto:gfit@jld.net

